We love green
Valmorel has been fighting the ecological cause for several years.
The ski area and the Tourist Office work together to preserve the environment and both small gestures and
large investments continue to be made.

20 M3

of waste

4 dry
toilets
11 000
Tumego
ashtrays

*

Distribution of «Simple gestures for an ecological holiday» flyers.

*

The Valmobuses, which serve the villages and the station to reduce car traffic, are «Euro6» buses with
filters that run with Adblue and only consume 0.287 kilos of CO2 per passenger transported.

*

Provision of pocket «tumego» ashtrays at the bottom of the ski lifts.

*

Ski passes are reusable thanks to the refundable deposits.

*

4 dry toilets on the ski area.

*

Distribution of Kraft paper bags for rubbish sorting.

*

Separating rubbish bins throughout the resort and awareness notices. No more bins on the ski area to
encourage skiers to take their rubbish back down to the resort and sort it out when throwing it away.

*

Optimisation of the La Combe de Beaudin cultured snow network and replacement of old bi-fluid snow
guns with new technology equipment, ten times less energy-hungry and capable of producing quality
snow.

*

Biodegradable or cardboard glasses distributed during the resort events throughout the various sites
of the territory (Transparent cups in PLA (polylactic acid), biodegradable material and compostable or
cardboard).

*

1 day is dedicated to cleaning the pistes, with the presence of the valley schoolchildren every other year.
The estimated amount of waste collected is approximately 20 m3.

*

To avoid travelling by car, there are shuttle buses every morning and evening during the French school
holidays, going through all the villages from Feissons-sur-Isère to Valmorel to allow residents and
holiday-makers to go skiing easily and with a lower carbon footprint.

